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MARVEL also has the capability of calculating the transient value
of DNB ratio on the input from the core limits illustrated on
Figure 15.1-1. The core limits represent the minimum value of
DNBR as calculated for a typical or thimble cell.

MARVEL is further discussed in Reference [141.

15.1.9.4 LOFTRAN

The LOFTRAN program is used for studies of transient response of
a pressurized water reactor system to specified perturbations in
process parameters. LOFTRAN simulates a multi-loop system by a
lumped parameter single loop model containing reactor vessel, hot
and cold leg piping, steam generator (tube and shell sides) and
the pressurizer. The pressurizer heaters, spray, relief and
safety valves are also considered in the program. Point model
neutron kinetics, and reactivity effects of the moderator, fuel,
boron and rods are included. The secondary side of the steam
generator utilizes a homogeneous, saturated mixture for the
thermal transients and a water level correlation for indication
and control. The reactor protection system is simulated to
include reactor trips on neutron flux, overpower and
overtemperature reactor coolant delta-T, high and low pressure,
low flow, and high pressurizer level. Control systems are also
simulated including rod control, steam dump, feedwater control
and pressurizer pressure control. The Safety Injection System
including the accumulators are also modeled.

LOFTRAN is a versatile program which is suited to both accident
evaluation and control studies as well as parameter sizing.

LOFTRAN also has the capability of calculating the transient
value of DNB ratio based on the input from the core limits
illustrated on Figure 15.1-1. The core limits reprsent the
minimum value of DNBR as calculated for typical or thimble cell.

LOFTRAN is further discussed in Reference [15]ai Aitiptiec$¢ E1J
15.1.9.5 LEOPARD

The LEOPARD computer program determines fast and thermal neutron 153
spectra, using only basic geometry and temperature data. The
code optionally computes fuel depletion effects for a
dimensionless reactor and recomputes the spectra before each
discrete burnup step.

LEOPARD is further described in Reference [161.
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TABLE 150

TRIP POINTS An TIME DELAYS TO TRIP
ANNIMI'J) IN ACVCIPW!'NI ANALYM5

Limiting Trip
- Point Assumed

In Analysis

Time Delays

(Second)

Power Range High Neutron
Flux, High Setting

Power Range High Neutron
Flux, Low Setting

Overtemperature AT

Overpower AT

High Pres-surizer Pressure

Low Pressurizer Pressure

*Total time delay (i.o-el-u-in

118%

35%

Variable (see
Figure 15.1-1)

Variable (see
Figure 15.1-1)

2445 psig

184: 'psi g

F-9•- : GOP- F .......... - P , Lime •csoynse, and trip circuit
channel electronics delay) from the time the temperature difference in the
coolant loops exceeds the trip setpoint until the rods are free to fall.

Revised by Amendment 55

Trip

Function

7.5
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In addition to the above listed reactor trips, there are the
following RCCA withdrawal blocks:

1. High neutron flux (one out of four)

2. Overpower AT (two out of four)

3. Overtemperature AT (two out of four)

The manner in which the combination of overoower and over-
temperature AT trips provide protection over the full range of
Reactor Coolant System conditions is described in Chapter 7.
Figure 15.1-1 presents allowable reactor coolant loop average
temperature and AT for the design power distribution and flow
as a function of primary coolant pressure. The boundaries of
operation defined by the overpower AT trip and the overtem-
perature AT trip are represented as "protection lines" on this
diagram. The protection lines are drawn to include all adverse
instrumentation and setpoint errors so that under nominal con-
ditions trip would occur well within the area bounded by these
lines. The utility of this diagram is in the fact that the
limit imposed by any given DNBR can be represented as a line.
The DNB lines represent the locus of conditions for which the
DNBR equals 1.30. All points below and to the left of a DN'B
line for a given pressure have a DNBR greater than 1.30. The
diagram shows that DNB is prevented for all cases if the area
enclosed with the maximum protection lines is not traversed by
the applicable DINBR line at any point.

The area of permissible operation (power, pressure and tem-
perature) is bounded by the combination of reactor trios: high
neutron flux (fixed setpoint); high pressure (fixed setpoint);
low pressure (fixed setpoint); overpower and overtemperature
AT (variable setpoints).

15.2.2.2. Analysis of Effects and Consequences

Method of Analysis

This transient is analyzed by the LOFTRAN [7] Code. This code
simulates the neutron kinetics, Reactor Coolant System, pres-
surizer, pressurizer relief and safety valves, pressurizer
spray, steam generator, and steam generator safety valves. The
code computes pertinent plant variables including temperatures,
pressures, and power level. The core limits as illustrated in
Figure 15.1-1 are used as input to LOFTRAN to determine the
minimum DNBR during the transient. The core limits are cal-
culated by applying the "R" grid spacer factor to the W-3 DNB
correlation.

)
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-- v vaue of -,hewi.,. oraer to otain conservat-ive values oC . the Ol--in
assumptions are made:

. .. in-ia conditions of maximum core aor - zec-
coolant average temperature and mi•.mu. reactor -_...

pressure, resulting in the minimum ini:ia m.arir. -.o D-.I
(pr-surzer pressure -% psi allowa.,ce 4-rv s6e y s[-o. -F"L~c-fuc+,'Os anJd

.I? . Reactv_;- - oefficients - Two cases are analyzed: nesur.

a. nminimum Re a:-vIty Feedback. A ieast negeative mod-erator coefficient of reactivity is assumed crres-

ponding to the beginning of core life. A variable
o r .Doppl er power coefficient with core tower -s uso,

the analysis. A conservatively smrall (in abtsolute
magn!zude) value is assumed.

SRe cax- u. eac vity Feedback.- A conservatively "arge
positive moderator density coeffciefn- and a I arge (in
Sabsolute mage,.=u) negative Do-pler 3ower coeff!c ent
are assumed.

3. The reactor trip on high neutron flux is assumed to be
actuated ai a conservative value of 11• oercen-. of nomi..nl

. .. full power. The LT trips include all adverse instrumen-
tation and setpOint errors, while the delays for the trip
signal actuation are assumed at their r.-ximum " values.

4. The RC . t1rip insertion charact-seriscs" is based on th•e
assumption that the highest worth assembly, is stuck in its
fully wit dra _ n.awn position.

5- he m. a":Iunpo f-
5. Themaxium positive reactivity insertion r'ate -is greater

than that for the simultaneous withdrawal of the combina-
zion of the two control banks having the maximum coi
worth at maximum steed. This is also much. greater than
the maximum react ivity insertion rate associated w-hý
withdrawal of a part leng.th RCCA.

The effect of RCCA movement on the axial core tower distribu-
tion is accounted for by causing a decrease in overtemp erature
and overpower LT trip setpoints proportional to a decrease in
r-argin to DNE.

FResui.ts

The calculated sequence of events for this accident is shown on
Table 15.2-1.

Figures 15.2-4 and 15.2-5 show the response of neutron flux, pre5su~rzer
pressure, average coolant temperaaure, and -. ,R to a raid RIC A.

15.2-8 4% ''!Rtoara,-
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withdrawal incident starting from full power. Reactor trip'on

high neutron flux occurs shortly after the start of the accident.

Since this is rapid with respect to the thermal time constants of

the plant, small changes in T and pressure result and a large

margin to DNB is maintained. avg

The response of neutron flux, pressure, average coolant

temperature, and DNBR for a slow control rod assembly withdrawal
from full power is shown in Figures 15.2-6 and 15.2-7. Reactor o -

trip on overtemperature AT occurs after a longer period 53--_
the -aF1o: in temper-stnre and !pro seure: in5 ~ck-squently !srse= than
for Arapid RCCA withdrawal Tnc4ie- and the rise in +erriprat+rc is conseouenr±y larger.

-7") Following reactor trip, the plant will approach a stabilized
condition at hot standby; normal plant operating procedures may
ý'then be followed. The operating procedures would call for
operator action t-oc'ontrol RCS boron concentration and
pressurizer level using the CVCS, and to maintain steam generator 30

level through control of the main or auxiliary feedwater system.
Any action required of the operator to maintain the TpSknt in a
stablized condition will be in a time frame in excess of ten
minutes following reactor trip.

Figure 15.2-8 shows the.minimum DNBR as a function of reactivity
insertion rate from initial full power operation for the minimum
and maximum reactivity feedback. It can be seen th'at two reactor 153
trip channels provide protection over the whole range of

3 reactivity insertion rates. These are the high neutron flux and
- overtemperature AT trip channels. The minimum DNBR is never 53

less than 1.30.

Figures 15.2-9 and 15.2-1.0 show the minimum DNBR as function of

reactivity insertion rate for RCCA withdrawal incidents starting
at 60 and 10 pe-rcent power respectively. The results are similar
to the 100 percent power case, except as the initial power is
decreased, the range over which the overtemperature AT trip is
effective is increased. In neither case does the DNBR fall 53
below 1.30.

The shape of the curves of minimum DNB ratio versus reactivity
-. insertion rate in the referenced figures is due both to reactor
. core and coolant system transient response and to protection

- system action in initiating a reactor trip..

Referring to Figure 15.2-9, for example, it is noted that

'Y.'o
1. For high reactivity insertion rates (i.e. between a-.+ x 10- 4

Ak/k/sec and 8.0 x 10- 4 Ak/k/sec) reactor trip if initiated 53
by the high neutron flux trip. The neutron flux level in the
core rises rapidly for these insertion rates while core heat

15.2-9



* -. The overtemý)t'atlir-. AT reactor trip circ,'.; nitiate- a
react.or trip whn 7easured coolant loop ý:, excee'ded a
setpoint based on measured Reactor Coola-': System- avera-e
t.emperature anid; pressure. ThIs tir-. c'r,_. it Is described
in detail in Ch:.pter 7; however, -t is inoortant 'In this
coritext to not ,L ilat the average tempLerature conr'ibution
to the ci-rcuit is lead-lag compensated in order to decrease
the effect of the thermal capacity or the Reactor Coolant
System in response to power increases.

3. With further decrease in reactivity insertion rate, the
overtemperature AT and high neutron fux tros become•:i ,, .., ., .-e q u a l l y e f f e c t i v e i n t e r m i nia t i n ..- , t h e -n ! • t e • , a

:,,-- .... : .... ' . • x 0* S 17/ _ e reJi ~t ,, v insert io n- ra te) .

•< ...... For reactivit• insertion rates between ' x 10 K/sec
and - 5 x 0 K/sec the effectiveness of the overtem-
perature LT trip increases (in terms of increased mini-
mum DNB ratio) due to the fact that with lower insertion
rates the power increase rate is slower, the rate of rise
of average coolant temperature is slower and the system
lags and delays become less significant.

.. : For reactivity insertion rates less than ' 5 x 0-5 6K!
sec, the rise in the reactor coolant temperature is suffi-
ciently high so that the steam generator safety valve
setpoint is reached prior to trip. Opening of these
valves, which act as an additional heat load of the Reac-
tor Coolant System, sharply decreases the rate of rise of
Reactor Coolant System average temperature. This decrease
in rate of rise of the average coolant system temperature
during the transient is accentuated by the lead-lag com-
pensation causing the overtemperature AT trip setpoint to
be reached later with resulting lower minimum DIIB ratios.

For transients initiated from higher power levels (for example,
see Figure 15.2-8) this effect, described in item J4 above,
which results in the sharp peak in minimum D-.B ratio at

5 x 10-" 6k/sec, does not occur since the steam generator
safety valves are never actuated prior to trip.

Figures 15.2-8, 15.2-9 and 15.2-10 illustrate minimum DNBR
calculated for minimum and maximum reactivity feedback.

15.2.2.3 Conclusions

: The high neutron flux and overtemperature AT trip channels
provide adequate protection over the entire range of possible
reactivity insertion rates, i.e., the minimum value of DNBR is
always larger than 1.30.

15.2-10
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bine trip, no direct reactor trip signal would be generated.
A continued steam load of approximately 5 percent would exist
after total loss of external elec(3trical load because of the
steam demand of plant auxiliaries.>-&._

Onsite power supplies plant auxiliaries during plant opera-
tion, e.g., the reactor coolant pumps. Safeguards loads are
supplied from offsite power or, alternatively, from emergency
diesels. Reactor Protection System equipment is supplied from
the 118V AC instrument power supply system, which in turn is

0

N

3
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supplied from the inverters; the inverters are spnlied 
from a

DC bus energized from batteries or rectified AC 
from safeguards

buses. Thus, for postulated loss of load and subsequent 
tur-

bine generator overspeed, any overfrequency condition 
is not

seen by safety related pump motors, Reactor Protection 
System

equipment, or other safeguards loads. Any increased frequency

to the reactor coolant pump motors will result in slightly 
in-

creased flowrate and subsequent additional margin to safety

limits.

Should a safety limit be approached, protection would be 
pro-

vided by high pressurizer pressure and overtemperature AT trip.

Power and frequency relays associated with- the reactor coolant

.,:Pump provide no additional safety function for 
this event.

:Following a complete loss of load the maximum turbine over-

speed would be approximately 8 to 9 percent, resulting in an

overfrequency of less than 6 Hz. This resulting overfrequency

is not expected-to damage the sensors (Non-NSSS) in any way.

However, it is noted that frequent testing of this equipment

is required by the Technical Specifications. Any degradation

in their performance could be ascertained at that time.
or fhe. lowd- low steam generrtor-

in the event the steam dump vares fail to open following a

..large loss of load, the stea generator safety valves may lift

and the reactor may be trip ed by the high pressurizer pres-

sure signal, the high pre s urizer water level signal, or the

overtemDerature AT signal. The steam generator shell side

pressure and reactor coolant temperatures will increase rapid-

ly. The pressurizer safety valves and steam generator safety

valves are, however, sized to protect the Reactor Coolant

System (RCS) and steam generator against overpressure for all

load losses without assuming the operation of the steam dump

system, pressurizer spray, pressurizer power-operated relief

valves, automatic rod cluster control assembly control nor

direct reactor trip on turbine trip.

The steam generator safety valve capacity is sized to remove

the steam flow at the Engineer Safety Features Rating (105

percent of steam flow at rated power) from the steam generator

without exceeding 110 percent of the steam system design pres-

sure. The pressurizer safety valve capacity is sized based on

a complete loss of heat sink with the plant initially operat-

ing at the maximum calculated turbine load along with opera-

tion of the steam generator safety valves. The pressurizer

safety valves are then able to maintain the RCS pressure with-

in 110 percent of the RCS design pressure without direct or

immediate reactor trip action.

A more complete discussion of overpressure protection can be

found in reference [9].

Signal

-I 15.2-24
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1.2.7.2 .na_-ysis of --fects and Consecuences

-'ethd odf Analvsis

,n this analysi-' the behav1or of the unit s evaluated for a
complete loss of steam load from 102 percent of fuD tower
w.thout r reactor trip primarily to show the adeq-uacy of
the pressure relievin. . devices and also to -- onstra-,e core
:rotecticn -a=rgns.

The total loss of load transients are ana-ly,-ýe -b -emsyin
the detailed digital computer nro.ram .. ', .... ir
described i..n Section 5.1 . T-, progrm simulat, tb _ nearr::a":..- kinetics, .,ressuzurer, Dressurg-er rel-ef and zafe I

valves, pressurizer spray, steam generator, and var-• tles in-
c uding tmperatureS, pressures, and Dower level.'
- y ical Assu..ptions are: --. SS .u 5 L 4 & Z alo w e fr S•.Jy

Sb6-fe -P ciu7irts avd) rneaure~meA er-ror-

.. Initial Operatin; Conditions - the initial reactor Dower
I and ROS teperatures are assumed at their maximum valu'es
consistent with the steady state full power operation
. " ianclu g allowances for calibration and instrument error

S.The initial RCS pressure is assumed at a mn.inimum value -rro
consistent with the steady state full powe_' operation
including allowances for calibration and instrument errors.
This results in the maximum power difference for the load
loss, and the minimum margin to core protection limits at
the initiation of the accident.

2. Moderator and Doplper Coefficients Of 'Reactivity- - the
tota -ess of load Is analyzed for ooh tne bining-o-
life and end-of--ife conditions. The least = ý -i ve
moderator temperature coefficients at beginnin-of-life
and a large (absolute value) negative value a: end-of-
life are used. A conservatively large (absolute va"-e)
Dopoler Power coefficient is used -fr all cases.

3. Reactor Control - from the standpoint of the maximum pres-
sures a=tained it is conservative to assume that the

reactor is in manual control.

4. Steam Release - no credit is taken for the operation oftne steam aump system or steam generator power-operated
relief valves. The steam generator pressure -ses to the
safety valve setpoint where steam release through safety
valves limits secondary steam pressure at the setpoint
value.

5. Pressurizer Spray and Power-Oerated Relief Valves - two
cases -or both the oeginning and end-of-life are analyzed:

.15.2-25



a Full credi I-s t for the effect of -c ressuri zer
spray and power-o-erate 7 reli valves in reducing or

limitino ohe coolant pressure.
b. No cred't is taken for the effect of ressurizer spray

and power-ooera-ed relief valves in reducing or limit-
ing the coolant -reSsure.

6. Feedwater Flow - main feedwater flow to the steam gener-
ators is assumed to be lost at the time of loss of ex-
ternal electrical load.

Reactor trip is actuated t-. the first Reactor ?rotection Sys-
tern trip setpoint reached with no credit taken for the direct
reactor trip on the turbine triz

Results -

The transient responses for a total loss of load from 102 per-
cent of full power operation are shown for four cases; two
cases for the beginning of core life and two cases for the end
of core,_e i f n Figures 15.2-19 through 15.2-26. The calcu-
lated secuence of events for the accident is shown in Table
15.2-1.

Figures 15.2-19 and 15.2-20 show the transient responses for
the total loss of steam load at beginning-of-life with a leat

negative moderator temoerature coefficient assuming full
for the pressurier= spray and pressurizer power-operated relief
valves. No credit is taken for the steam dump. The reactor
is tripped by the •. r .......... . trio charmeD. The mini-
mum DNBR is well ab 7 he 1.30 value.

Figures l5.2-2~ ~5. high pressurizzpt~r s~aEures 52 - 7 •_L•5.2-22) show the responses for the total

loss of load at e-of-lif a m a (absolute value)
negative moderator zemperatu.re coefficient. All other plant
parameters are the same as the above. The DNEB increases
throughout the transient and never droos below its initial
value. Tho reactor is tripped by "he. low- low s.ýe,,n 9genertor Wafer level sigal.I

The pressurizer safety valves are not actuated in the tran-
sients shown in Figures 15.2-19 through 15.2-22.

The total loss of load accident was also studied assuming the
plant to be initially operating at 102 percent of full power
with no credit taken for the pressurizer spray, pressurizer
power-operated relief valves, or steam dumo. The reactor is
tripped on the high pressurizer pressure signal. Figures
15.2-23 and 15.2-24' show the beginning-of-Life transients with

15.2-206
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1. Overtemperature LT.

2. Pressurizer low pressure

15 .2 .12 .2 Anal-rsis of Effects and Consecuences

Method of Analysis

.... 1. The accident•.l depressurization transient is analyz ed, ý15
employing the detailed digital computer code LOFTRAN 53

The code simulates the neutron kinetics, Reactor Coolant
System, pressurizer, pressurizer relief and safety valves,
pressurizer spray, steam generator, and steam generator
.safety valves. The code computes pertinent plant variables

. ,, . including temperatures, pressures, and power level.

In calculaiing the DNBR the followi.ng conservative assumptions
are made:

(presu rdzer press ure. -41e psL aiIo~anice. 'or Sitadu 40 -l uc~ ua ns c meisurnmf-
I. Initial conditions of maximum core power and reactor coolant errorF)

temperatures and minimum reactor coolant pressure#resulting
in the minimum initial margin to DNB (See Section 15.1.2.2).

2. A least negative moderator coefficient of reactivity was
assumed in this analysis. The spatial effect of void due to
local or subcooled boiling is not considered in the analysis
with respect to reactivity feedback or core power shape. The
DNB evaluation is made assuming that core power peaking
factors remain constant at their design values while, in
fact, the effects of local or subcooled void would have the
effect of flattening the power distribution (especially in
hot channels) thus increasing the DNB margin.

3. A high (absolute value) Doppler coefficient of reactivity
such that the resultant amount of positive feedback is
conservatively high in order to retard any power decrease due
to moderator reactivity feedback.

Results

Reuls nc c~ora cLVeraQe +erfipercL4Lur?- Vey-,LAS 4 m
Figure 15.2-37 illustrates the nu n ar power transient following
the accident. Reactor trip on overt perature AT occurs as
shown in Figure 15.2-37. The pressure following
the accident is given in Figure 15.2-38. The resulting DNBR
never goes below 1.30 as shown in Figure 15.2-39. The calculated
sequence of events for this accident is listed in Table 15.2-1.

Following reactor trip, RCS pressure will continue to fall until
flow through the inadvertantly opened valve is terminated. 30
Automatic actuation of the Safety Injection System may occur if
the pressure falls to the low pressurizer pressure SI setpoint.

15.2-38
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TABLE 15.2-1 (Continued)

TIME SEQUENCE OF EVENTS FOR
COND±ICU1 Ii TVTTS

Event Time (sec.)

Uncontrolled RCCA
Withdrawal at
power

1. Case A Initiation of uncontrolled
RCCA withdrawal at maximum
reactivity insertion rate
(80 pcm/sec)

Power range high neutron
flux high trip point
reached

Rods begin to fall into

core

Minimum DNBR occurs

Initiation of uncontrolled
RCCA withdrawal at a small
reactivity insertion rate
(3 pcm/sec)

Overtemperature LT reactor
trip signal initiated

Rods begin to fall into
core

2. Case B

Minimum DNBR occurs

1.4-

1 .9

3.3 1

0

23.-.
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0
TABLE 1 ,.2-1 (Ccn--inued)

C0 -Z0:. -7 E-.-E

Accident Event Time (sec.)

Loss of External
Electrical Load

1. With pressurizer
control (BOL)

2. With pressurizer
control (EOL)

Loss of electrical load

&,)qh Pressur/7zer Prre.r,

Rods begin to droD

Minimum DNBR occurs

Peak pressurizer
pressure occurs

Loss of electrical load

Low. Lo-i Si~ raenzra+zr W64-er Leyel
v I-EMUtu A: reactor

trip point reached

0

Z-&.0/0 - . -. )

0

4-;' aa.4

Rods begin to drop

Minimum DNER occurs

Peak Pressurizer pressure
occurs

(1) DNBR does not decrease below its initial value.

* -'-.-

(1)



- I-= 2-1 (Continued)

.-- D D F E 1S

Accident

3. Without pres-
surizer.
control (BOL)

4. Without pres-
surizer control
(BQL)

Time (sec.)

Loss of electrical load

High pressurizer pressure
reactor trip point reached

Rods begin to drop

M.inirmum DNBR occurs

Peak pressurizer pressure
occurs

(I)

Loss of electrical load

High pressurizer pressure
reactor trip point reached

Rods begin to drop

Minimum DNBR occurs

4---9- 7.0

Peak pressurizer pressure
occurs

(1) DNBR does not decrease below its initial value.

(1)

;:-5- 7.0

-Zr7ý 7. D

.7 _W



*TABLE 15.2-1 (Continued)

TIME SEQUENCE OF EVENTS FOR
CONDITION II EVEN7S

Accident

Accidental depressuriza-
tion of the Reactor
Coolant system

Accidental depressuriza-
tion of the Main
Steam System

Event

Inadvertent opening of
one RCS safety valve

Reactor Trip

Minimum DNBR occurs

Inadvertent opening of
one main steam safety
or relief valve

Criticality attained

Pressurizer empties

UHI injection

Boron reaches core

Time (sec.)

0

-19. 24&.O

-Inadvertent Operation of
ECCS during power
Operation Charging pumps begin in-

jecting borated water

Low pressure trip point
reached

Rods begin to drop

Revised by Amendment 53
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Figure 15.2-21 Loss of Load Accident with Pressurizer Spray and Power-Operated
Relief Valves, End-of-Life
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Figure 15.2-22 Loss of Load Accident with Pressurizer Spray and Power-Operated
Relief Valves, End-of-Life
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Figure 15.2-23 Loss of Load Accident Witrlout Presaurizer Spray and Power - Operated

Relief Valves, Begonning-o1 Life
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